1. Introduction. In this paper we shall be concerned with three-dimensional strictly pseudoconvex Cauchy-Riemann (CR) manifolds. The prime examples of such manifolds arise as smooth boundaries M of bounded strictly pseudoconvex domains D C C 2 . For any point P E M the tangent space TpM contains a codimension one subspace HpM which is invariant under the action of the almost complex tensor of C 2 ("multiplication by i "). The collection of these subspaces HpM forms a bundle H MeT M called the horizontal or contact bundle. (Indeed, strict pseudoconvexity of M implies that the plane field {HpM} is nondegenerate, i.e. defines a contact structure.) The almost complex tensor of C 2 then restricts to a bundle endomorphism J : H M -+ H M such that J2 = -id. The bundle H MeT M together with this endomorphism J defines the CR structure of M.
Slightly more generally, let D = DuM be a four dimensional compact manifold with boundary M, interior D, endowed with a smooth almost complex tensor which is integrable on D. If D is strictly pseudoconvex-i.e., in a neighborhood of any p E M there is a smooth strictly plurisubharmonic function U, negative on D, 0 on M, but du i= 0 on M-then M inherits a strictly pseudoconvex CR structure from D. In this case we shall say that M bounds a strictly pseudoconvex surface.
This leads us to the abstract definition. A strictly pseudoconvex (threedimensional) CR manifold is a compact manifold M (without boundary), dim M = 3 , endowed with a contact structure H M = {HpM : p E M} c T M and an endomorphism J of H M such that J2 = -id . (Throughout this paper unless otherwise stated we shall be working with infinitely differentiable objects. Thus M, H M , J are assumed to be smooth in this sense.) Furthermore, a differentiable function f: M -+ C is a CR function if for any p E M the restriction intertwines the action of J on HpM on the one hand and the action of the almost complex tensor of C on Tf(p)C on the other.
A basic problem of the theory of CR manifolds is to decide when an abstract strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold M is the boundary of some strictly Db' has closed range; see [5, 6, 12, 17, 18] .
The corresponding questions can be asked for strictly pseudoconvex CR manifolds of any (odd) dimension, and for dimension at least 5 the answer, namely "always", has been given by Boutet de Monvel (see [5] ). In contrast, in the three-dimensional case examples by Rossi and Nirenberg and finally a theorem of lacobowitz-Treves show that the answer is "almost never"; see [13, 29, 32] .
Unfortunately, the above sufficient and necessary conditions for M to bound a strictly pseudoconvex surface D are not completely satisfactory in that given an abstract CR manifold these conditions are rarely verifiable. This may not be our fault; perhaps it is a manifestation of how deep a property it is for an M to bound a surface D. The inherent difficulties in distinguishing between the bounding and nonbounding cases are demonstrated by Rossi's example, which does not bound, but admits a quotient by a 7L.j2 action which does bound.
These difficulties notwithstanding, one would like to be able to answer simple questions about the bounding property (or equivalently: embeddability) like the following two:
1. Suppose Mk is a sequence of CR structures on a fixed smooth manifold converging to a CR structure M. If each Mk is embeddable, does it follow that so is M?
2. Suppose Mo c en is an embedded CR manifold and M is a small perturbation of the CR structure of Mo, which is also embeddable. Does it follow that M is embeddable as a submanifold of en , close to 11.fO?
Of course, "convergence" and "perturbation" have to be given a precise meaning.
The first question was first asked by Bums in [6] . The second was asked by Bums and Epstein in [7] , where they solved a problem weaker than the one raised in 1. Namely, they proved that in the space of all CR structures on a given smooth manifold the embeddable ones form an F(1 set. (Question 1 asks if this set is closed.) The results of [7] also show that questions 1 and 2 are related. Question 2 was asked by Cheng and Lee as well, cf. [9] , who explained the importance of this question for constructing moduli spaces of embeddable CR structures.
The aim of this work is to approach the problems of embeddability through one dimensional group actions. We shall see that in certain situations M is embeddable if and only if it admits a certain type of circle action. While this is not a completely sufficient and necessary condition, and moreover the existence of such a circle action may not be easily verifiable, we can use this approach to give an affirmative answer to question 2 above, at least in the case when Mo is a strictly convex hypersurface in e 2 • By the results of [7] this then also implies that the answer to question 1 is positive, provided Mk and M are small perturbations of an Mo that can be embedded as a strictly convex hypersurface in e 2 • License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL CAUCHY-RIEMANN MANIFOLDS 925 The main results are stated in §4. They are formulated in terms of notions defined in §3.
After this manuscript had been completed, we received a preprint from C. Epstein, in which-among other things-he proves embeddability of certain three-dimensional CR manifolds, extending some results from [7] . This result can be shown to be equivalent to our Theorem 4.1 below (in the case when the Sl action is free, and the "Beltrami coefficients" of the action are close to constant.) 2. CR actions. In this paper M will always denote a connected smooth (meaning infinitely differentiable), compact strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold of dimension 3. The CR structure is given by the contact bundle H MeT M and the endomorphism J : H M ---+ H M, J2 = -id. Such a manifold can always be given a canonical orientation as follows. Let X be a nonvanishing local section of H M. By declaring the frame X, J X, [J X, X] positive, we obtain a consistent orientation of M. Now let {gt : t E lR} be a smooth lR-action on M. It is called transverse if the infinitesimal generator of this action, (dgt/dt)t=o' which is a smooth vector field, is everywhere transverse to the contact plane field {HpM}. Transverse lR-actions fall into two classes according to whether for a (or any) nonvanishing local section X of H M the frame X, J X and the infinitesimal generator (dgt/dt)t=o is positively oriented or not. In the former case the action will be called positive.
In this section we shall consider CR actions {gJ, i.e., such that for any t the differential gt* preserves the contact plane field {HpM} and also the action of J on HM. Baouendi-Rothschild-Treves (see [1] ) proved that the existence of a local transverse CR action implies local embeddability. The following is a global version of their result.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that M admits a smooth CR action of lR, which is transverse. Then M is the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex complex surface (i.e., it is embeddable).
Let us point out that transversality here cannot be dispensed with: an example of Barrett (see [2] ) shows this. Rossi's example also admits a nontransversal circle action. In fact, in Barrett's nonembeddable example the CR manifold admits a CR torus action, which is transverse in an obvious sense. However, no one-dimensional sub-action exists which itself would be transverse.
We shall not prove this theorem here. For the moment we content ourselves with the following simple lemma which relates lR-actions to compact group actions.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that M admits a smooth CR action {gt : t E lR} of lR, which is transverse. Then this action is quasiperiodic; i.e., there exist a torus Tk, a smooth CR action {hu : u E Tk} of it on M, and a homomorphism rp : lR ---+ Tk with dense image such that gt = h",(t) .
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Proof. Let V be the infinitesimal generator of {gl} , and let a be the (contact) I-form defined by al HM = 0, (a, V) = 1. On the other hand, the flow of V preserves the plane field {HpM} , so that ker Lva ::) kera = {HpM}.
Since (2.1) implies that also V E ker Lva, we infer that Lva == ° and hence
Lvda == 0.
Now we can define a metric on M which is invariant under the action. Choose a vector X E HpM so that (da, X 1\ JX) = 1.
By declaring X, J X, ~ an orthonormal frame, we obtain a Riemann metric on M, which, in view of the {gl} invariance of da and J, itself is {gl} invariant. (The construction of this invariant metric is due to Tanaka [35] .)
Thus the one-parameter group {gl} appears as a subgroup of isometries of a compact Riemannian manifold. Such isometry groups are compact. The closure of {gl} in the full isometry group is a compact connected Abelian group, hence isomorphic to a torus Tk. Since any isometry hu corresponding to an element U E Tk is the limit (in the COO topology) of a sequence of type gl ,we obtain that Tk acts by CR automorphisms. Notice that arbitrarily near to V there are vector fields that generate a periodic sub-action of the Tk -action. Hence it follows that for M as in Lemma 2.2 there even exists a transverse CR Sl -action. Thus Theorem 2.1 will be a consequence of Theorem 4.1 below.
3. Inner and outer actions. Obviously it is very exceptional for a CR manifold (embeddable or not) to admit CR automorphisms, let alone nontrivial CR actions of 1R. In this section we shall introduce a type of action, more general than CR actions, the existence of which in a sense characterizes CR manifolds that are boundaries.
Let us start with a contact action ofthe circle Sl which is positive in the sense explained in §2. We shall think of Sl as the unit circle in the complex plane C. Denote this action {g, : , E Sl}. Along orbits of the action we shall measure how far the action is from being CR as follows. Let P E M and X E C 0 HpM such that X and X are linearly independent. Since dime C 0 HpM = 2, this means that X and X span C 0 HpM so that there are numbers a, pEe, not both zero, such that (3.1 ) Proof. Let us first observe that if a and b are complex numbers, then the fractional linear transformation of C given by
as + b
Sf--> --_ -a+bs maps the unit disc into itself if lal > Ibl ; into its complement if lal < Ibl ; and into the unit circle if lal = Ibl. Furthermore, in the first case the mapping is an automorphism of the disc.
Next, for the sake of brevity, introduce the notation
Since the fields X (0, X' (0 are invariant under the group action it follows that for any C E S' X'(C) = aX(wC) + bX(wO· According to the definition of !l' (C) the following vector is of type (0, 1):
Hence
Since l.u( w,) 1 < 1 and l.u' (') 1 < 1, the preliminary remark now implies the proposition.
It is easy to see that the action {g,} is a CR action if and only if the Beltrami differentials associated with all trajectories are constant. We shall now introduce a weaker condition on the Beltrami differentials. Definition 3.2. Suppose that a positive contact action {g,:, E Sl} on M has the property that all Beltrami differentials .u( ') associated with its trajectories extend to a smooth function on the closure A of the unit disc in such a way that this extension is holomorphic on ~. Then we shall call the action an inner action.
Analogously For example CR actions are both inner and outer, and the converse is also true.
Some remarks are in order here. First, although their definitions are very symmetric, inner and outer actions are essentially different. For example, inner actions rarely exist, and even if a given manifold M admits an inner action, there can only be very few such actions (the parameter space is finite dimensional). On the other hand outer actions very often exist and on many manifolds M their parameter space is a function space. For more precise statements see Theorem 6.4 and Remark 8.3.
The second remark we want to make here is that, in view of Proposition 3.1 and the maximum principle, to check that an action is inner (or outer) one needs to consider only one Beltrami differential for each orbit; if this has the required extendability property then so do all other Beltrami differentials associated with the given orbit.
4. On the existence of inner and outer Sl-actions. It turns out that the existence of inner Sl-actions on a given M is related to the fact that M is a boundary. This theorem is related to Theorem 5.3 of [7] . Indeed, it is easy to see that with notation of that paper, cj J E Eo implies that the standard Sl action on S3 C e 2 is inner for the CR structure WtP (and conversely). Hence, from our theorem above it follows that this CR structure embeds into some en . Theorem 5.3 of [7] covers only the case when WtP is a small deformation of the standard structure of S3 , but then it asserts more: namely that W tP embeds into e 2 . These two theorems suggest that at least for an open set in the space of all CR manifolds, admitting an inner Sl -action and being the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex complex surface are equivalent. To make such a statement precise, we shall discuss perturbations of a given (three-dimensional, compact) strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold Mo. We shall say that a strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold M is a small perturbation of Mo if M and Mo have the same underlying smooth manifold; also the contact bundles H M and HMo are the same, and the almost complex tensors J : H M -+ H M and J o : HMo -+ HMo are at distance less than e, measured in the C k -norm on tensors (relative to some Riemann metric on the underlying smooth manifold of M and Mo). When a statement on M is phrased as to hold for (sufficiently) small perturbations of M o ' by this we mean, as usual, that for some positive e and k, whenever the above-mentioned distance is less than e, the statement on M holds true.
A seemingly more general notion of perturbation is obtained if the contact structure is also allowed to change. However, small perturbations of a contact structure on a compact manifold are always equivalent to the initial structure so that, after all, our version of perturbation in essence is no more restrictive than the seemingly more general one. Corresponding stability results for embeddings are known for strictly pseudoconvex CR manifolds of dimension at least 5; see Tanaka [35] . Tanaka's stability theorem holds for an initial CR structure Mo with a certain cohomology group 0, whereas we had to assume that Mo admits a special embedding.
Of course, the three-dimensional case is unique for-as said before-only in this dimension are there nonembeddable strictly pseudoconvex CR manifolds. Also in this dimension the relevant cohomology group is infinite dimensional.
The following theorem underscores the difference between inner and outer actions: Let us remark here that "Beltrami coefficients" on CR manifolds have first been introduced by Koninyi and Reimann. Among other things, they prove an embeddability result for certain types of Beltrami coefficients. Although our Beltrami differentials are in spirit related to theirs, there is no logical relationship, and they are different kinds of objects; see [19, 20] .
5. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let M admit an inner action {g, : , E S'}. Then this action has no fixed points. Furthermore, by passing to a quotient by a finite subgroup we can and we shall assume that the action is effective; i.e., no g, with ,=1= 1 is the identity M -+ M . 
Since the action has no fixed points, the factor of U x S' by this action is a smooth manifold N. The action of S' on U x S'
factors through the action (5.1) to define an S'-action on N.
In fact, N itself is diffeomorphic to U x S' , and the S' action on N is equivalent to an S'-action on U x S' , different from (5.2) . This other S' action on U x S' can be described in the following way: let , = e 27tit E S' . Then' acts on U x S' by
From this picture we see that if k = 1 the action is free (i.e., the diffeomorphisms corresponding to ,=1= 1 have no fixed points), whereas when k > 1 the action is free only in the complement of one orbit (that of the point (0, 1)).
The following lemma is well known (see [28] ). 
by the action of the group Z/ k given by 
Now define the vector field Z on the ~-orbit of l: by
The fields Z and Z are independent because of (5.7), and transverse to the orbits of the ~-action. The fields W Is and WI s are obviously independent and tangential to the orbits. Hence by declaring Z and W (or W Is) to be (0, 1) fields, we define a smooth almost complex structure on the ~-orbit of l:. To see that this structure is integrable, observe that Re Wand 1m Ware infinitesimal generators of the ~ action, and X, X are ~-invariant, so that
Thus by the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem we defined a complex structure on the orbit of l:. If, for example l: = U x {I} , we get a complex structure on the whole of DB. It can be easily checked that the complex structure thus obtained does not depend on the choice of the slice l: and the vector field Xl:. Indeed, it is only the invariant field X that matters in the above construction; and if one replaces X by another invariant field X' calculations as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 show that the corresponding field z' will be a multiple of z.
This also shows that, although the S'-equivariant diffeomorphism N ~ B in Step 2. The boundary of DB. The boundary of DB' U x S inherits a CR structure from DB' and it also has a CR structure that arises from the covering (5.5). These two are in fact the same, since the vector field Zluxs1 is a (1,0)
field for both structures (by the very definition of the complex structure on DB on the one hand, and by the definition of the Beltrami differential Ap (C) on the other).
Step 3. The complex structure on DB. Let ro be an orbit of the SI-action on aD B and rj its image under the diffeomorphism (5.4), j E Z/k. Then ll(ro) = ll(r); hence the Beltrami differentials AO' Aj corresponding to these two orbits are the same. It follows that the action of Z/ k on DB' defined by (5.4), is a holomorphic action. Hence, by a theorem of H. Cartan (see [8] ), the interior of the quotient space DB is a complex space with possibly one isolated singularity. Since 1l B is a smooth covering near a DB it also follows that the complex structure of int DB smoothly extends to the whole of DB. Because of Step 2 the boundary N of DB inherits a CR structure from DB which is isomorphic with B. Indeed, :::::: in (5.5) is an Sl-equivariant CR diffeomorphism.
Step 4 of the action {g,}, the Ll-orbits of P resp. p' in DB resp. DB' avoid the singular points of DB resp. DB' (if they exist at all). The construction of the complex structure of DB in Steps 1 and 3 implies that rp-I 0 rp' extends to a Ll-equivariant biholomorphism ¢ B' B between these two orbits. Now take a covering fB = {B} of M by invariant open sets B as in Lemma 5.1. Every BE fB contains at most one exceptional {g,}-orbit; conversely, it can be assumed that every exceptional orbit is contained in only one B E fB . Choosing equivariant diffeomorphisms rp : N ~ B as above, we obtain the spaces DB. With the help of the Ll-equivariant biholomorphisms ¢ B' B we can now glue the spaces DB together to get a compact complex space Do with boundary and isolated singularities inside Do' In fact, the space Do admits a Ll-action, since each DB admitted one and the gluing was equivariant. The singular points are fixed by this action. Off the singular points the action is smooth (but, in general, not holomorphic).
Obviously, the boundary aDo is CR equivalent to M, so that we can identify M with the boundary of Do' Then the action {g, : , E Sl} becomes the restriction of the Ll-action on Do to M. For this reason in what follows we shall denote the Ll-action on Do by {g, : , Ell}.
Resolving the singularities of Do we obtain a complex surface D with boundary M. since the ~-action on DB is given by (5.6). This shows that v is smooth on DB off the eventual ramification point of 7C B' i.e., off the singular points of Do' It also shows that {VB = O} (and hence {v = O} ) is the fixed set of the Ll-action on DB (resp. on Do)'
Next we want to show that the two real dimensional surface {VB = O} = F is a complex curve. Consider a Ll-invariant vector field X on DB as in Step 1 above. The mapping ho : DB --t DB corresponding to ,= 0 E Ll maps DB to F; hence the invariance of the field X implies that X is tangent to F and the same holds for X and so by (5. 
is positive definite when p ft F. We have for smooth sections P, Q of
We shall compute the form oliv B in the basis Z, W defined in Step 1 above.
Second, put P = w, Q = Z , and observe that X, X and therefore Z, Z are tangential to the level sets {VB = const }. Also by (5.8) and (5.9)
which again is tangent to {vB = const}. It is, in fact, a combination of Z and Z. So (5.11) yields
If we work on oDB then we can write Z = Y -iJY with Y, JY real tangent vector fields to a jj B ' so that
Denoting by V the infinitesimal generator of the action {h, : , E Sl} on a DB ' the positivity of the action implies that 6. Some remarks on Theorem 4.1. As we saw, Do contains a compact complex curve {v = O}. The maximum principle applied to the plurisubharmonic function v implies that there is no other compact complex curve (without boundary) contained in Do' Hence by blowing down the connected curve {v = O} in Do, we obtain a normal Stein space D* with boundary and at most one singularity. ({v = O} is connected since it is the image of the connected manifold M under go') Since a normal Stein space is uniquely determined by its boundary, we have the following Theorem 6.
Suppose a strictly pseudoconvex three-dimensional CR manifold M is the boundary of a compact normal Stein space with at least two isolated singularities. Then M does not admit any inner Sl-action.
Let us return to M as in Theorem 4.1, and Do, v as in its proof. Similarly as 8liv was computed in §5, we can compute 8lilogv (or 8lilogv B ) to get
Hence we have The behavior of u at the set v = 0 can best be analysed when the inner Sl-action on M is free, so that Do and the curve {v = O} are nonsingular, and moreover, if after blowing down the exceptional curve in Do we obtain a nonsingular Stein space D*. As observed before, D* is uniquely determined by M and does not depend on the choice of the inner action {g,}. In this case we can introduce some smooth Riemann metric on D * , and measure distances using this metric. The function u descends to a function u* on D*; if 0 E D* denotes the image of the exceptional divisor, we have 
In fact, the second equation above can be strengthened to rk aau* = 1; and the kernel of aau* is tangent to the orbit of the A-action that D* inherits from Do _ From Step 1 in Chapter 5 we know that the orbits of the A-action on Do' and hence on D* , are biholomorphic to the unit disc A. Furthermore, under this biholomorphism the center of the unit disc corresponds to 0 E D* , and the A-action on an orbit corresponds to the action (6.2) on the unit disc. Although the biholomorphism between the orbits and the unit disc is determined only up to rotation (multiplication by OJ E Sl ), the image of the action (6.2) on a A-orbit is uniquely determined by the orbit as a submanifold in Do' Theorem 6.3 shows that the orbits are uniquely determined by the function u* (they are integral submanifolds of Ker aau). On the other hand, the minimum principle of Bedford and Taylor (see [3] ) implies that u* is uniquely determined by 0 E D* as a solution of (6.1) (see [23] 
. v is smooth and strictly plurisubharmonic off the set {v = oo} , which agrees with the fixed set 
and the fiber E, are transverse; Observe that (e) implies that {gr.} is indeed a group action. Also, if the maps fP are embeddings, the action {gr.} is free, and so in the proof of Theorem 4.1 the space Do has no singularities. As a result, in Step 4 of that proof no singularities are there to be resolved, so D = Do there. The same goes for the proof of Theorem 6.5.
Before we prove the lemma, we shall introduce a notation. There is an (JRlinear) isomorphism n"o: TD ~ T"oD given by 
it follows that (dg e i8(P)/d())0=0 and HpM are transverse; i.e., the action {gel is transverse.
Now we shall define a smooth (1, 0) form (J along f (which means that
Because of (c) this is a legitimate definition; and (J is holomorphic over L\. We need to prove ecC) E HM. 
by (7.1). Thus the harmonic function Re rp (') I' is 0 when , E SI , so it is identically zero on A, and the holomorphic function rp (') I' is constant. This constant has to be 0, because n 1 ,0Y E El ' so that
Thus rp=O. (7.4) now implies a=0,andby (7. 3) e(,)EHM. Taking (7.2) into account, it follows that g, is a contact diffeomorphism.
Next we want to prove that {g,} is inner or {gr;,-l} is outer. 
The Beltrami differential )l( ') determined by X has the property that
is a (0, 1) vector for, E SI . Applying n 1 ,0 to this vector we get 0:
where, for brevity, we dropped the "s. Since ni,oe, n i ,01] are not identically vanishing holomorphic sections, (7.5) defines a meromorphic continuation of )l to ~. We shall use the same letter )l to denote this continuation.
For no ' E ~\{O} can 1)l(')1 be 1. Indeed, writing (7.5) in the form
we see that l.u( ') 1 = 1 implies that n 1,0 c; (') and n 1,0 11( ') are dependent over the reals, hence so are c;(') = F*(., ,)Y and 71(') = F*(·, ,)y' . This, however, contradicts the assumption that F(·, ') is an immersion. Since 1.u(')1 < 1 for' E SI , and 1.u(OI t-1, for, Ed minus a finite set, it follows that 1.u(')1 < 1 throughout d with the possible exception of finitely many points, (poles of .u, and 0). Bounded singularities being removabale, we can conclude that .u has no poles at all, and so the Beltrami differentials extend holomorphically to d.
Hence, if the action {g,} is positive, it is inner. On the other hand, if the reverse action {gel} is positive then the Beltrami differentials associated with this action are A( ') = .u( C 1 ) rather than .u( '), and A obviously has a holomorphic extension to lP 1 \d .
When the fP 's are embeddings and fP (~) foliate D, the circle action {g,} extends to a disc action on D (also denoted g,):
and there is an obvious ~-equivariant diffeomorphism 0 from our D to Do of the proof of Theorem 4.1, which is the identity on M. This diffeomorphism is holomorphic along the orbits of the ~ action. To see holomorphicity in transverse directions, observe that because (7.5) holds for,
A comparison with (5.8) now yields that the diffeomorphism 0 is biholomorphic, and the proof of Lemma 7.1 complete. 
The maximum defines the infinitesimal form of the Kobayashi metric (see [15, 33] ). Here we shall rather be concerned with the maximizing functions in (7.6), which are called extremal mappings. In all this proof 0 will be kept fixed, but v will be let to vary, so that extremal mappings f will always map
It is known (see [21] for the convex and [22] for the linearly convex case) that extremal maps extend smoothly to ~ and map Sl into M = aD. Furthermore, given p E M there is a unique extremal map f = fP such that f( 1) = p. Also, 
Since in [22] it is proved that <I> is a smooth diffeomorphism off 0, for any , E ~, ,=1= 0, F (., ') is actually a smooth embedding. In fact, F maps M x (0, 1] diffeomorphically to D\{O}. (The corresponding theorem for linearly convex domains is not formulated in [22] but follows directly from the smooth dependence of extremals on parameters (see Theorem 5) there.)
The last condition in (f) is trivially satisfied in view of F(p, 0) = 0, for this implies F*(TpM x {O}) = {O}.
Thus the assumptions of Lemma 7.1 are satisfied. We claim that the action {g,} constructed there is positive.
Indeed, let v be a strictly plurisubharmonic defining function of D, and Y a section of HM near a point p EM. Then, using (5.11) (7.10)
On the other hand, with the extremal mapping f = fP , the infinitesimal generator of the action {g,} in the point p is -21 
(For the above topological facts see, e.g., [34] ). The contradiction shows that there is a projective line i, hence also an affine line L, through q that is disjoint from D.
If L is disjoint from M, too, then we are done. Otherwise it touches M in a single point p. Denote by v an outward normal vector to M in p. It is then easy to check that for small positive e the line Le passing through q and p + ev does not intersect D, and the proof is complete.
We shall also need the notion of the dual of a strictly linearly convex domain D. As before, embed (:2 into projective space lP' 2 = (:2 U lP' 1 ' and in the dual projective space lP'; consisting of (complex, projective) lines in lP ' A "dual" operation to p is the following. Let q' be a line in IP 2' q E q' .
Denote the line T;,Oq' c T;,oIP 2 by e(q, q'). e is, in some sense, the dual of p.
It is easy to check (using local coordinates for example) that if q' (') and 
f P (,) = p(E{) is the line through fp l ('), tangent to M'. Thus f P (,) EM.
In particular, fP (1) is the line through p' , tangent to M' , i.e., fP (1) = p . (e) is obvious from the corresponding property of fp l and Remark 7.3. In view of (e), it suffices to prove (d) for' = 1, which is easy:
In (f), smoothness of F(p, ') has already been mentioned. Next, observe that since Eg' c T~ '0lP';, p(E{) E lP'2 is a pointthat corresponds under (8.1) to a line l C lP'; through 0'; hence p(E{) is on the line at infinity 0' = lP' 2 \C 2 :
Therefore F.(TpM x {O}) C TjP(O)O' c Eg EB E~ holds.
It remains to prove (c) and the (related) facts that fP and F(·, 0 (' -I-0) are immersions. We are going to show that the restriction of F to M x (0, 1] is a diffeomorphism; combined with (e) this will then take care of those facts. We have already established that the mapping
is a diffeomorphism, see formula (7.9) and after. To connect F with F' it will be convenient to introduce the Green function of D associated with the Monge-Ampere operator.
,
Define u : [21] it was proved that u' is smooth on D\ {O'} , and satisfies
(Theoreme 4). Furthermore, with p' E M' and corresponding fpl, Epl , the form a' defined by (7.1) (with primes added; cf. also (7.7) and (7.8)) satisfies (This is observed at the end of Chapter 8 in [21] . Thus Since by [24, Our original proof of this theorem (with different constants) worked only for strictly linearly convex Mo. The following approach has been suggested to us by Catlin.
The Fubini-Study metric on Do C JIP 2 endows the holomorphic vector bundle TI ,0 Do with a hermitian metric, and the space of its L 2 sections with the structure of a Hilbert space. More generally, for q = 0, 1, 2 the space of (0, q) forms on Do whose coefficients are L2 sections of TI,oD o constitute a Hilbert space ~. Furthermore, denote by E the line bundle over JIP 2 defined by the divisor JIP 1 (00). This again has a hermitian structure; denote by ~ the Hilbert space of (0, q) forms on Do whose coefficients are L2 sections of
TI,o(D o ) ° E-I .
Restrict 8 to smooth forms in ~ (resp. ~) that are compactly supported in Do, and denote the adjoint of this operator by 8~ : ~+I -+ ~ (resp. 8~ : ~+I -+ ~). Proof. If F ---+ X is a holomorphic vector bundle with hermitian metric ( , ) over a hermitian manifold X, and F* is its dual bundle, then there is a conjugate linear mapping ' Proof of Theorem 9.1. Recall Kiremidjian's theorem specialized to the case of our two-dimensional complex surface Do with strictly pseudoconcave boundary Mo (see [14] ). Under the vanishing property expressed by Given now a of = of P , oE = oE P as in Theorem 10.1 (with D = Do)' we can lift this pair to a mapping go = gg : X --+ Q by putting
Proposition 10.2. go is holomorphic in ~, gO(SI) C M o ' and go(O) E Co'
Furthermore, go is transverse to 8 Q .
Indeed, this follows since of and oE enjoy the properties (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Theorem 10.1.
We shall now prove that if the complex structure of Q is perturbed a little, there will still be mappings g of Ll into the perturbed complex manifold that have corresponding properties. Analytically it will be convenient to define a new (almost) complex structure on Q by a TI,oQ-valued (0, 1) form Q. If n is such a form, sufficiently small, then by declaring vectors of form
to be (0, 1) vectors, we get a new almost complex structure on Q. This new almost complex manifold will be denoted Qn. Conversely, any small perturbation of the complex structure of Q can be described by an n as above.
Given a smooth mapping g : Ll --+ Q, decompose its restricted differential
The same g, considered as a mapping into Qn' is holomorphic if and only if LASZLO LEMPERT e:
We shall apply the implicit function theorem to prove this lemma, but first we need to introduce more notation. For q" q2 E Q nearby points let J(q" q2) : T:1,oQ -+ T: 2 ,oQ denote parallel transport along the shortest geodesic (in P*(T' ,oP 2 )) joining q, ' q2' J(q" q2) depends smoothly on q" q2' If g, go E Map are nearby mappings, let J g/i n g denote the g; T" 0 Q-valued (0, 1) form on ~ defined by With B = B go as above ~efine a mapping 'I' from a neighborhood of
Then 'I' is of class C b -' • The existence of <I> (near (0, po)) would follow if we could prove that the partial derivative
is an isomorphism. Here T Map is a subspace of the space of J 2 -Holder congo * -* -* '0-tinuous sections of go TQ. We shall pass from go TQ to the bundle go T ' Q, which has the advantage of being holomorphic (over ~). Otherwise the two bundles are lR-isomorphic via hold. Let A denote the Banach space of such sections h (satisfying (10.9), (10.10)). It will suffice to show that the mapping
is an isomorphism.
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It is readily computed (in local coordinates, for example) that for h E A (10.11)
Lh = (tfh, Re h(l)).
To check the invertibility of L (with boundary conditions (10.9), (10.10)) is not straightforward, and uses strict linear convexity in an essential way. To make L analytically accessible, we shall introduce local coordinates, and trivialize the
II. First introduce homogeneous coordinates (Zo : ZI : Z2) on lP' 2 :J Do so that lP' 1 (00) = {Zo = O}. We can assume that of(O) = ilgo(O) = (0 : 1 : 0) .
Since the embeddings f = of constructed in §8 had the property that f( () rf.
lP' 1 (00) if ( =1= 0, we can write Proof. In a neighborhood of (0: 1 : 0) the fields ZI f)~o and ZI f)~2 are independent. In view of L:~=o Zj f)~ = 0 we obtain for ( near 0 
Since f.l*(C O)(:aJ = X(,) , which is transverse to o/.(')(t,) , it follows that
f.l is a diffeomorphism (if e is sufficiently small). Also, restricted to .:l x {Iml < e}, f.l is biholomorphic. Now define smooth (1, 0) vector fields ~, Vz on a neighborhood of 01 (3.) such that on the image of f.l We can assume that the defining function r is such that r(o/(C)) = 1' 12 -1 and also (~r)(o/(C)) = 0 for C near Sl , in which case (10.23) 
Hence ( It is now straightforward to show that (the second equation of) (10.19) implies that (10.21) is satisfied even for j = 3. This means that L, and therefore Lo = (~~)(o, go)' is an isomorphism, whence we get the map <I> as claimed in the first part of the lemma by solving the equation
v. Finally, let us prove that when nEVI is infinitely differentiable then so is 8. Observe that, for such an n, \}I 0 (g) = \}I ( n, g) smoothly depends on g. From (10.31) we obtain
Repeated differentiation of this then gives 8 E COO .
Pro%/Proposition 10.5. Let us go back to the definition of f2 (see (10.13) There is an obvious Sl action on the manifold Map given for w E Sl by g(C) 1--+ g(w() (g E Map), and it can be assumed that U 2 in Lemma 10.3 is invariant under this action (K certainly is). Also, for any fixed 0 E U I the set of O-holomorphic g E Map is also invariant. This implies the following symmetry property of <1>: Proposition 10.7. For some 0 E U I , jJ E Mo let g = <1>(0, jJ) E U 2 , and for
Proof of Theorem 10.1. There is a smooth «:>linear bundle projection --10- defines a smooth vector field on Mo' In view of Proposition 10.7 the curves t I-t !! (e it ) are trajectories of this vector field, and hence they are smooth. In fact, the entire dynamics (p, t) I-t !!(e it ) is smooth. Since g = !! are Q-holomorphic, i.e., solutions of (lOA), and their boundary values depend smoothly on p, the simplest instance of elliptic regularity theory now implies that !! (C) depends smoothly on (p, 0 E M x X .
We can now check that f = f P , E = E P have the properties listed in The- As to (f), Proposition 10.8 implies that to the compact set {ci + ci = I} .)
11. Geometric considerations. We continue to study the structure of a small perturbation M of a strictly linearly convex hypersurface Mo C (:2 C lP' 2. In the previous section we constructed a free outer Sl action {g,} on M. In fact this outer action is a small perturbation of the outer action {g~} on Mo constructed in §8. The latter action is differentiably conjugate to the standard An equivalent way of stating this lemma is that any small perturbation of Mo is equivalent to one for which the action {g~} is an outer action. In what follows, we shall assume that M is such a perturbation. Thus g, = g~ .
Given an outer SI action on M (or Mo), the proof of Theorem 6.5, or rather Theorem 4.1, mutatus mutandis, constructs in a canonical way a strictly pseudoconcave surface E (resp. Eo) whose boundary is M (resp. Mo). The smooth structure of E depends only on the SI action but not the CR structure on M. Hence the underlying differentiable manifolds of E and Eo coincide. Also parts of the complex structures in E and Eo coincide.
More precisely, observe that (differentiably) Eo is constructed as a disc bun- action on E and Eo are, of course, the same and are complex submanifolds both in E and Eo but their complex structures in general will be different (although, of course, isomorphic to the Riemann sphere lP'1). We will denote these fixed sets by C, resp. Co.
According to Lemma 7.1, and properties of the exterior circular representation explained at the end of §8, Eo is biholomorphic to the pseudoconcave component Do of lP' 2 \M. Also E is biholomorphic to D of § 10, but we shall not need this. We shall, however, need the fact that the normal bundle of Co in Eo, resp. C, in E has Chern class 1, a fact equivalent to the corresponding 1 property of the S bundles Mo --+ lP' 1 ' resp. M --+ lP' 1 .
We will also need a vanishing theorem for lib cohomology on Mo or M.
Endow, say, M with a smooth, {g,} invariant volume form, and define the Hilbert space L2(M) of square integrable functions on M using this volume form. Then the SI action {g,} decomposes L2(M) into orthogonal eigenspaces LZ(M), k = 0, ±l, ... : 
is a (0, 1) vector field, cf. (5.8).
Since ~ is holomorphic along orbits and X, X are invariant, X g,(p) ~ and Xg,(p)~ are holomorphic functions of ( E ~,\{O}, continuous for ( E A\{O}.
The same holds for Z g,(p)~' Now this latter vanishes for ( E Sl because 9' is CR and ZI M is tangential to M, so it is identically zero. From this it follows that ~, and so iP, is holomorphic.
Thus iPlc is a holomorphic section of [C]l c ' By the assumption WI (iP) = 0 we have iPlc = O. So ~ is a holomorphic function on the whole of E. The boundary M of E is strictly pseudoconcave. By shrinking E a little we can construct a pseudoconcave subdomain F, FeE. I~I has to attain its maximum on F in a point q E 8F. However, because of strict pseudoconcavity, there is a holomorphic disc 0 c F such that 0 n 8 F = {q} , so that the maximum principle implies ~I.s = const. Hence I~I attains its maximum also in interior points of F, whence ~ is constant, and therefore so is 9'. Because w 2 (9') = f M 9' = 0, this constant has to be O.
12. Analytic considerations. Let M, {g,} be as in §11. We want to prove precise estimates for the boundary operator lib acting on L~ (M) . The appropriate norms for precise estimates are the Folland-Stein norms. These are defined as follows (see [10] 
where p is an everywhere positive smooth function on M. Replacing Z'" by p-I/2 Za we can achieve that in (12.4) p = 1.
Since the adjoint of Zo is -Z", + c with c a smooth function, we have ' "
'" ( 12.5) ' "
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 12.1 implies that Il<I>klls is a bounded sequence, so that a subsequence {9'k} is convergent in the II lis-I norm. By the embedding theorem of [10] 9'k converges in C I (M) to a function 9' E L~ (M) n C l (M). Then w( 9') = 0 and lib9' = 0, so that by Theorem 11.2 9' == o. This of course contradicts (12.12) .
A minor modification of the proof would also give the theorem for s = 1,3, 5.
13. The stability of embeddings. We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.5. Let Mo C (:2 be as there, and let {g,} denote an outer Sl action on Mo. Let M be a small perturbation of Mo. By Lemma 11.1 we can assume that {g,} is an outer action on M as well. Let Eo, E be the pseudoconcave surfaces constructed in the proof of Theorem 6.5 for M o ' resp. M. They are disc bundles over IP'I; in fact the smooth structures of Eo -+ IP'I' E -+ IP' I agree. The zero sections (or, perhaps one should say: 00 sections) are complex curves denoted Co' C. As sets they agree but their complex structures are different, although both are biholomorphic to IP' I . Their normal bundles in Eo, resp. E, have Chern class 1.
Let u : X\ C -+ lR, strictly plurisubharmonic outside a compact set (8) . Therefore the compact subvarieties in X\C can be blown down (see [11] ), and we obtain a compact normal space X' ~ C such that X'\ C is Stein. The normal bundle of C in X' is the same as before. In this situation a theorem due to Morrow and Rossi applies and yields that X' is biholomorphic to IP' 2 (see [27] ). Moreover, the proof there yields a biholomorphism that carries C to IP' I (00) .
Now the compact subvarieties in X\ C cannot intersect E (by virtue of the maximum principle applied to v), so E c X' , and the biholomorphism X' -+ IP' 2 restricts to a biholomorphism F : E -+ IP' 2. In fact. k is independent of Mo. Proof· Kohn, e.g. in [18] , proves that any positive eigenvalue). of OM satisfies 
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